Introduction membrane used, as is the ability to form double
Emulsification is an important unit operation used in the pharmaceutical, food, and cosmetic industries. Membrane emulsification is a relatively new membrane technology which allows the production of emulsion droplets under controlled conditions with a narrow droplet size distribution. Both oil-in-water and water-in-oil emulsions are possible depending on the type of emulsions; however, this work will focus on oilin-water emulsions. The key feature of the membrane emulsification process which sets it apart from conventional emulsification technologies is that the size distribution of the resulting droplets is primarily governed by the choice of membrane and not by the development of turbulent drop break-up [ 11. The main advantages of membrane emulsification are the *Corresponding author. possibility to produce droplets of a defined size with a narrow size distribution, low shear stress, the potential for lower energy consumption, and simplicity of design [2] .
Characterisation is essential in understanding new processes. Observing outcomes of a process using different operating parameters and ingredients yields valuable insight into underlying mechanisms. The language of mathematics is then applied to describe the relationship between the inputs and outputs of the process in a model. This model can subsequently be put to use as a tool to either predict in advance the outcome of a process or better still, design a process to produce a specific outcome, thus reducing the amount of trial-and-error work. This obvious progression is how most new processes are taken from being a laboratory curiosity to an industrial application. Membrane emulsification is not expected to be an exception ( Fig. 1) .
Droplet formation in membrane emulsification can be described through the characterisation of the detachment and retaining mechanisms, which arise from operating parameters (transmembrane pressure, cross-flow velocity), physical properties of the membrane (pore size, hydrophobic@, geometry) and properties of the ingredients to be emulsified (viscosity, interfacial tension, density). Not all parameters have equal relevance over the range of operating conditions and many have coupled effects. Modelling work Dispersed phase is pressed through the membrane that has been specifically aimed at membrane emulsification has included force balances, torque balances, and recently simulations using CFD. This work is important in understanding the relationships between outcomes and parameters; however, more knowledge concerning membrane design, interfacial phenomena, and hydrodynamics is required for general process design.
Summary of prior art
Most of the earliest work began with the modelling of bubbles and immiscible drops formed at submerged orifices in a quiescent continuous phase at dispersed phase velocities below jetting. These models embody various degrees of complexity such as the inclusion of different stages in droplet growth, flow during detachment process, and the effects of surfactants. Prediction and measurement of size and frequency of dispersion drops have been described by Scheele and Meister [3] , Kumar and Kuloor [4] , Karagannis et al. [5] , and Tudose and Ckstea [6] . Skelland and Slaymaker [7] studied the effects of surface-active agents on the drop size predictions using Scheele and Meister's model. These models have been validated against data where droplets are forming at orifices in the millimetre range without liquid cross-flow, which makes the direct application of these models to membrane emulsification difficult. There are several works on bubbles forming in a cross-flow system [g-lo] , but bubble formation differs from liquid-liquid systems in that buoyancy effects are much more pronounced and the dispersed phase is easily compressible.
Modelling droplet formation specifically in a membrane emulsification process has been undertaken, and in each case the important process parameters with respect to droplet size were studied. Peng and Williams [l] used a highspeed video camera to observe droplet formation from single capillary pores ranging in size from 5 to 200 pm mounted in a wide rectangular chamber. Schrijder and Schubert [ 1 I-131 used microporous aluminum oxide membranes tubes 7 mm ID, having an effective length of 227 mm and average pores sizes 0.1 to 3 pm. They determined the droplet size distribution of the resulting emulsions with a Malvern Mastersizer. Abrahamse et al. [14] performed a numerical simulation using computational fluid dynamics of the dispersed phase flow out of 5 pm pore into a laminar cross-flow field.
Theory and governing phenomena
Drop sizes depend on several parameters including the physical properties of the system, dimensions, and flow rates. The droplet size of the resulting emulsion has been related to the pore size by a linear relationship for a given set of operating conditions:
where x can range typically from 2 to 10 [ 15,161. The flux of the dispersed phase through the membrane is determined by the volume flow rate of oil through the pores and is assumed to follow Darcy's Law [17] . This flow depends on the difference between the applied pressure to the dispersed phase and the pressure drops or resistances to flow. In order for the oil to begin to permeate, the membrane the applied pressure must be higher than the sum of the average pressure in the continuous phase, PEti, and the capillary pressure, Pcop, which are defined as follows:
where Pets, and Pctsz are the pressures in the continuous phase at both ends of the membrane module. The trans-membrane pressure, APm, is often given as the difference between either side of the membrane. In a one-phase system, this trans-membrane pressure would arise from hydraulic losses alone; however, in the case of membrane emulsification, there is the added effect of the curved interface of oil at the pore mouth giving rise to Pcap. Thus in some cases the effective trans-membrane pressure, AP,, [ 181 is given when describing the dispersed phase flux : 
where p is a factor that depends on the membrane structure, i.e., pore size, shape, and frequency. The effects of process parameters on drop size have been evaluated by associating them to forces acting on the system [ 1 ,I 31. The main forces (shown in Fig. 2 ) that have been identified in the literature are described below. The interfacial tension force, FY, represents the effects effects of dispersed phase adhesion around the edge of the pore opening and is the key retaining force during droplet formation. The static pressure difference force, Fsp, is due to the pressure difference between the dispersed phase and the continuous phase at the membrane surface. The viscous drag force, F,,, is created by the continuous phase flowing past the droplet parallel to the membrane surface. The dynamic lift force, FL, results from the asymmetric velocity profile of the continuous phase near the droplet. The buoyancy force, FB, is due to the density difference between the phases. The inertial force, F,, is associated with a mass of the fluid flowing out from the opening of the pore.
The relative magnitude of these forces changes as the droplet increases in size and has been plotted in the literature [ 1,131. It has been shown that for micron-scale droplets the inertia and buoyancy forces are approximately 9 and 6 orders of magnitude smaller, respectively, than the drag and interfacial tension forces and therefore can be neglected in the force balance type models. In the case of larger droplets on the 200 pm scale, buoyancy effects become more important and have been included in the torque balance model of Peng and Williams [l] . They propose a torque balance between the drag, buoyancy, and the interfacial tension force assuming that the droplet is considerably deformed towards the membrane, as observed in their images where k, =1.7 and corrects for a sphere in contact with a solid wall [ 11.
Fo+FB= Fy
Schroder and co-workers [ 13, 171 state that over the range of operating conditions in their set-up, only the interfacial tension force, the dynamic effect of the pressure difference between the phases, and the drag of the continuous phase have to be taken into account. They define these forces as follows:
As seen above, they consider the dynamic interfacial tension of different emulsifiers measured by the bursting membrane method [ 191 on How well these models fit the data is hard to determine or compare. Peng and Williams [I] give an example of droplets forming from a 45 pm capillary under low wall shear stress (the cross-flow velocity is limited by imaging constraints) and their plotted model fits with significant agreement up to 0.4 m/s. In scaled-up experiments [20] they compare frequency distributions between pores and resulting drops. Although Schroder et al. [ 131 and Wang et al. [ 171 use the more elaborate model, they do not fit their experimental data against it. Using a ratio of Fy to FD plotted against wall shear stress is one way to estimate the relative size of their effects over a wide range of drop sizes (Fig. 3) . Taking the ratio of these forces equal to unity, the predicted drop size is plotted with experimental values taken from Joscelyne and TrHgdrdh [IS] (Fig. 4) . The model does follow the overall trend in the data; however, it diverges dramatically with different experimental conditions. With this as a background, what is possible to improve the description of the process, and the comparability of results?
Analysis of areas for improvement

Geometrical considerations in experimental set-ups
The wall shear stress generates the drag force on the droplet and is one of the key process parameters, thus must be well described and controlled in experimental work. In many cases the results are presented as a function of crossflow velocity. This makes the resulting drag effect of the flow dependent on the diameter of the tube or channel. Another geometrical consideration that should be taken into account are entry effects. If there is an abrupt change in geometry in a flow loop, a certain distance in the new section is required before the flow is redeveloped. This causes pressure losses and local differences in the velocity and shear profile. For example, the entry length can reach 194 mm before flow is redeveloped when a sudden contraction in geometry occurring in a 7 mm ID tube with a cross-flow velocity of 1.2 m/s. For a piping system this would be negligible, but when using a 250-mm-long membrane tube it can have a significant effect. This of course can be easily remedied by inserting a straight pipe section of equal ID of the membrane tube with an appropriate length for the flow velocity used.
Membrane properties
At present, cross-flow membrane emulsification has been studied using tubular membranes made out of micro-porous glass (MPG), Shirasu porous glass (SPG), ceramic &Al,O,, and ceramic a-Al,O, coated with titania oxide or zirconia oxide. These membranes have been developed with separation processes in mind and thus are not necessarily optimal for membrane emulsification, even though promising results have been obtained with them. One often mentioned drawback of simply using separation membranes in this application is their high porosity. It has been postulated that there is coalescence of growing drops at the membrane surface due to active pores being too close to one another and thus increasing the heterogeneity of drop sizes. However, due to the capillary pressure changing as a function of droplet radius, active pores may inhibit the flow out of neighbouring pores, thus greatly decreasing the effective porosity. To add to this, there is some size distribution among the pores making it likely that the largest pores are the most active, and the distribution of active pores will change as a function of applied pressure. The degree of these effects is yet to be fully explained. One approach to overcome this complexity is with numerical CFD studies using idealised geometry such as presented by Abrahamse et al. [ 141. They calculate a maximum theoretical porosity taking into account both the drop pore ratio and the deformation of the growing drop. These studies could be verified against experimental work using model membranes having a custom-made pore size and pattern. Two possible candidates are laser-drilled, stainless-steel sheets [2 l] or inorganic microfiltration membranes made using laser interference lithography and silicon micro-machining technology [22] .
How to describe the interfacial phenomena
Interfacial tension is another aspect of membrane emulsification which needs careful consideration. Membrane emulsification differs from conventional processes in that the droplet formation time is of the same order of magnitude as the dynamic interfacial tension of common food emulsifiers [ 191. The effect of emulsifiers is further complicated by the fact that droplet deformation and adsorption at the interface are coupled, thus giving the surface viscoelastic properties. Thus both the rate at which deformation and detachment forces act, as well as how fast surfactants adsorb to the growing inter-facial area becomes relevant over the time scales involved. This coupling effect limits the apphcation of the force balance model since it will not give a definite break-off criteria. The effect of surface viscoelasticity on drop formation could be described by a time constant relating the velocity gradient in the continuous phase near the drop to the relaxation time of the interface.
Pressures
The pressure applied to the dispersed phase must overcome P,, and P,,$, leaving the remaining pressure, AP, to drive the flow through the pores. P,,S is defined as an average due to the pressure drop along the membrane tube. A droplet forming near the inlet will experience a higher continuous phase pressure and as a consequence, a smaller APef than a droplet forming near the outlet. The relative size of this pressure drop compared to the effective transmembrane pressure, given as a percentage, is calculated for a number of experimental conditions and shown in Table 1 . (14) This relative difference is large in some cases, but may not have an equally large effect on the Emulsifier 8% Dimodan PVP, D,,,, = 7 mm; L,, = 250 mm [18] . droplet size distribution. These effects increase with increasing length of membrane tubes, and should be considered during scale-up. This potential local deviation in the pressure driving the dispersed phase flux can be minimised by choosing appropriate operating parameters.
Conclusions
In order to develop a predictive model for membrane emulsification processes, more work is required. Droplet detachment is more complicated than originally thought, but can be studied further by taking surface viscoelastic properties into account. The most important parameters in process design are well known and insight into their coupled effects will improve modelling work. With improved modelling and design, a number of interesting industrial applications can be realised such as controlled release system in parentheral pharmaceuticals and micro-encapsulation of flavours. Due to the low shear stresses and mild processing conditions, shear sensitive materials could be incorporated into a variety of novel formulations. 
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